Understanding complex host-microbe interactions in hydra
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Any multicellular organism may be considered a metaorganism or holobiont—comprised of the macroscopic host and synergistic interdependence with bacteria, archaea, fungi, viruses and numerous other microbial and eukaryotic species including algal symbionts. Defining the individual microbe-host conversations in these consortia is a challenging but necessary step on the path to understanding the function of the associations as a whole. Dissecting the fundamental principles that underlie all host-microbe interactions requires simple animal models with only a few specific bacterial species. Here I present Hydra as such a model with one of the simplest epithelia in the animal kingdom, with the availability of a fully sequenced genome and numerous genomic tools, and with few associated bacterial species.

As member of the phylum Cnidaria, Hydra bears a deep metazoan ancestry (Fig. 1). Paleontological findings of fossils from basal Cambrian rocks in China and Siberia containing exceptionally well preserved cnidarian embryos suggest that cnidarians were members of the pre-Ediacaran fauna between 1,200 and 600 Myr ago and diverged from the main line of metazoan evolution long before the pre-Cambrian radiation. Cnidarians not only are among the earliest known phyletic lineages to form natural symbiotic relationships but also possess most of the gene families found in bilaterians and have retained many genes that have been lost in Drosophila and Caenorabditis elegans. Since the genome organization and genome content of cnidarians is remarkably similar to that of morphologically much more complex bilaterians, these animals offer unique insights into the content of the “genetic tool kit” present in the cnidarian-bilaterian ancestor. Surprising in light of the simple body plan is the relatively large genome of Hydra magnipapillata of 1,300 Mb. Up to 40% of the genome are transposable elements. Whether this, in combination with horizontal gene transfer and trans-splicing, allows the constantly regenerating and asexually proliferating polyps to quickly adapt to changing environmental conditions, remains a matter of debate.

For analytical purposes, Hydra is an almost perfect model. Clonally growing mass cultures can be kept easily in plastic or glass dishes for decades. Additionally, the efficient generation of transgenic Hydra lines by embryo microinjection allows functional analysis of genes controlling development and immune reactions as well as in vivo monitoring of host-microbe interactions. Last, but not least, to facilitate access and analysis of genomic and transcriptomic data of the members of the Hydra holobiont, a local bio-computational platform termed “compagen” has been established. The database at http://www.compagen.org, containing selected raw genomic and expressed sequence tag (EST) data sets from sponges and cnidarians up to the lower vertebrates, offers convincing proof for the above mentioned view that cnidarians share most of their genes with the Bilateria and that many human disease genes already evolved in the common ancestor of the Cnidaria and Bilateria.

Hydra, a model system in evolutionary developmental biology since the 1980’s, is organized as a gastric tube with a mouth and tentacle ring at the oral end of the single body axis, and a peduncle and mucous cell disc at the aboral pole (Fig. 2A). Its body wall along the entire longitudinal axis is structurally reduced to an epithelio-muscular bilayer with an intervening extracellular matrix and a few cell types derived from three distinct stem cell lineages (Fig. 2B and D). The tube-like body resembles in several aspects the anatomy of the vertebrate intestine with the endodermal epithelium lining the gastric cavity and the ectodermal epithelium providing a permanent protection barrier to the environment (Fig. 2B and C). Similar to Hydra’s endothelium, the mammalian intestinal tract is essentially a tube with the epithelium, here termed the mucosa, being responsible for the processing and absorption of nutrients. The intestinal epithelium renews every 5 d and is fueled by proliferative stem cells that differentiate into absorptive enterocytes and three classes of secretory cells.

The endoderm in Hydra is considered the simplest epithelia in the animal kingdom. Because of the reduced number of cell types, differentiated cells in Hydra are multifunctional. For example, epithelial cells in both layers have both secretory and phagocytic activity and also function in other processes such as fluid and electrolyte transport. Although there are no motile immune effector cells or phagocytes present in sensu strictu, endodermal epithelial cells not only contribute to digestion and uptake of food, but also are capable of phagocytosing bacteria present in the gastric cavity. Similar to the cells of the mammalian intestinal tract, the cells in Hydra are also in a dynamic state of proliferation and turnover. Epithelial cells continuously proliferate along the body column leading to an epithelium renewal.
every 3.5 d. As a result of this extensive cell turnover, Hydra has an extensive regenerative capacity.

Hydra Actively Shapes the Composition of its Colonizing Microbiota

For decades a number of Hydra species have been cultivated under standard conditions at constant temperature and identical food. It came as a complete surprise, therefore, that examining the microbiota in different Hydra species kept in the laboratory for more than 20 y under controlled conditions revealed an epithelium colonized by a complex community of microbes, and that individuals from different species differed greatly in their microbiota. Even more astonishing was the finding that individuals living in the wild were colonized by a group of microbes that is similar to that in polyps grown in the lab, pointing to the maintenance of specific microbial communities over long periods of time. This observation strongly indicates that distinct selective pressures are imposed on and within the Hydra epithelium, suggesting that the epithelium actively selects and shapes its microbial community, and that there is a direct interaction between epithelia and microbiota. In the meantime it is increasingly recognized that all animals, ranging from Hydra to primates, are host to complex microbial ecosystems, engaged in a symbiotic relationship that is essential for host physiology and homeostasis. Deep-sea corals, for example, have complex microbial assemblages, just like shallow corals, and each coral species appears to differ in their bacterial microbiota. For that reason we consider the host and its associated microbiota an holobiont or metaorganism which is considered the unit of natural selection. The homeostasis within the metaorganism is critical for its health and ecological performance. In cnidarians as in other animals, disturbance or shifts in any of these interacting partners can affect the fitness of the collective holobiont, compromise the health of the whole animal, and lead to disease. Thus, to understand disease, be it bleaching in corals or inflammatory bowel disease in man, an in-depth knowledge of the basic biology of each holobiont member is required. It comes, therefore, as no surprise that the forces that shape the colonizing microbial community are the focus of much current investigation.

How intimate is the relationship between microbes and this epithelium? Do microbes react to changes in the Hydra epithelium? To decipher putative links between epithelial homeostasis and species-specific bacterial phylotypes, we removed the cells of the interstitial cell lineage from the Hydra tissue while leaving both epithelial stem cell lineages untouched. These changes in the epithelia cell composition led to significant modulation of the microbial community. Especially two bacterial phylotypes changed drastically when one host-cell lineage was removed. The dominant bacterial phylotype in control polyps belonging to the β-Proteobacteria was decreased in polyps lacking the interstitial cell lineage. In contrast, a bacterial phylotype belonging to the Bacteroidetes increased in abundance in polyps lacking interstitial cell lineage compared with control polyps. Thus, changes in epithelial homeostasis cause significant changes in the microbial community, implying a direct interaction between epithelia and microbiota.

Where Do the Hydra-associated Microbes Live?

The Hydra polyp, as any other animal body, may be considered an “ecological landscape” that harbors different ecosystems and meta-communities with environmental characteristics such as dispersal barriers likely to affect the localization of host-associated...
on or within the glycocalyx (Anton-Erxleben F; Augustin R, Fraune S and Bosch TCG, unpubl.). In microbial biogeography, a predominant theory is that “everything is everywhere, but the environment selects”. Whether Hydra’s sugar-rich glycocalyx provides such environmental determinants that facilitate microbial localization remains to be shown. However, it is clear that in both ectoderm and endoderm, multifunctional epithelial cells are points of microbe recognition. Their unique properties allow each epithelial barrier to deal with specific microenvironments and to control the microbiota of each milieu. Neither epithelium functions alone, but instead acts within the context of the organism, and thus, the function of each epithelial barrier is likely to influence the others.34

How does Hydra Assemble the Specific Set of Microbes?

In the same way that microbial communities are expected to change in different parts of a body, they are also dynamic in time. For a first understanding of the temporal dynamics in Hydra-microbe interactions we investigated the establishment of the microbiota during oogenesis and embryogenesis.36,37 Early embryonic stages in Hydra (Fig. 3A) are colonized by a limited number of microbes.37 During embryogenesis the number of bacterial colonizers changes in number and composition. For example, Curvibacter-related Betaproteobacteria (phylum Chloroflexi) are present only in late developmental stages while they appear to be absent in the early embryo.37 Thus, early developmental stages have a microbiota that is clearly distinct from later developmental stages. Interestingly, the differential colonization is reflected in differences in antimicrobial activity.36,37 Hydra embryos are protected by a maternally produced antimicrobial peptide (AMP) of the periculin peptide family, which controls the establishment of the microbiota during embryogenesis. Beginning with the gastrula stage, i.e., after the “Maternal to Zygotic Transition” (MZT) stage, Hydra embryos express a set of periculin peptides (periculin 2a and 2b), which replaces the maternal produced periculin peptides 1a and 1b. This shift in the expression within the periculin peptide family represents a shift from maternal to zygotic protection of the embryo.36,37 In adult Hydra polyps, additional AMPs including Hydramacin38 and Arminin39 contribute to the host-derived control of bacterial colonization.

How does Hydra Control the Composition of the Microbiota in the Context of Specific Environmental Conditions?

Hydra recognizes “Microbial Associated Molecular Patterns” (MAMPs) with the help of the Toll-Like-Receptor (TLR) signaling pathway.20 The Toll-like receptor in Hydra functions as a co-receptor with MAMP-recognizing leucine-rich repeats and a signal transmitting TIR domain on two separated but interacting proteins.20,40 Homologous sequences to nearly all other components of the TLR pathway have been identified.1,20,41 RNAi knockdown experiments with Hydra TLR showed a drastic reduction
of antimicrobial activity in the knock down tissue compared with the wild type, which makes it apparent that antimicrobial activity relies directly on the activation of the TLR cascade. In addition to recognizing MAMPs at the cell membrane, intracellular recognition of bacteria in Hydra is mediated by an unexpectedly large number of cytosolic NOD-like receptors. We have proposed in reference 42, that apoptosis as an evolutionary ancient mechanism in immune defense might be initiated upon activation and dimerization of Hydra's NOD-like receptors.

Prominent effector molecules downstream of the conserved TLR cascade are antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). Up to now we have isolated four families of antimicrobial peptides including the hydramacins, arminins, periculins and serine protease inhibitors of the Kazal type. Interestingly, all antimicrobial peptides isolated so far are synthesized in endodermal tissue only. This confined location supports the view that the endodermal epithelium surrounding the gastric cavity is especially endangered by the regular uptake of food, and that Hydra's AMPs contribute to the chemical defense properties of this layer similar to AMPs in the human small intestine. Periculins and arminins are made as precursors. To activate them, a negatively charged N-terminal part is cleaved releasing a highly positively charged C-terminal portion. In the periculin family, this cationic C-terminal region is rich in cysteines indicating that this domain requires a distinct three dimensional structure for activity. In addition to endodermal epithelial cells, periculin is also
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**Figure 3.** Hydra, an epithelial model for dissecting the fundamental principles that underlie host-microbe interactions in embryos and adults. (A) Oocyte of *Hydra vulgaris*. Arrowhead marks the oral end of the body axis corresponding to the sperm entry point. (B) 4-cell stage embryo. (C) Late cleavage stage. (D) Postgastrula cuticle stage embryo. (A–D) Modified from reference 51. (E) Hydra may provide one of the simplest possible systems to address key questions of how a stable host-microbe community is established and remains in balance over time (red letters); and in which ways bacteria exert influence on the hydra life cycle (green letters).
expressed in female germ cells and used for maternal protection of the embryo.\textsuperscript{36,37} Arminins are characterized by a positively charged and variable C-terminus that includes 31 amino acids.\textsuperscript{59} When used in liquid growth inhibition assays, the C-terminal part of arminin 1a is capable of killing a large number of antibiotic resistant bacteria including methicillin resistant \textit{S. aureus} and vancomycin resistant strains of \textit{Enterococcus faecalis} and \textit{E. faecium}.\textsuperscript{39} In contrast to Periculins and Arminins, Hydramacins have no precursor form. They are made as single peptides with an N-terminal signal peptide that is followed by a cationic C-terminal part containing 8 cysteines. The peptide seems to be highly active mostly against gram-negative bacteria also including human pathogenic multi-drug resistant bacteria.\textsuperscript{20} The three-dimensional (3D) structure\textsuperscript{38} is characterized by an unusual arrangement of cationic and hydrophobic amino acid residues. Based on a 3D model we hypothesize that bacteria attached to hydramacin from large aggregates.\textsuperscript{34} The model is supported by the observation that after application of Hydramacin-1 bacteria aggregate, settle-out and finally die. Electron microscopic pictures show that these bacteria die within intact membranes. We assume, therefore, that the aggregation processes may induce some kind of programmed cell death in bacteria.\textsuperscript{38}

Taken together, these data indicate that Hydra has an effective innate immune system to interact with bacteria at the epithelial interface, and that antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have key regulatory functions in host-microbe homeostasis. The crucial question now is what is the driving force that leads to changes in microbiota composition? Because of their obvious ability to affect bacterial life, promising candidate molecules are AMPs. To investigate whether the ectopic expression of an AMP may affect the number and composition of the colonizing microbiota at the ectodermal epithelial surface, we generated transgenic Hydra expressing periculin1a in ectoderm epithelial cells. Comparing the bacterial load of these transgenic polyps with that of wild-type control polyps revealed not only a significantly lower bacterial load in transgenic polyps overexpressing Periculin1a but also, unexpectedly, drastic changes in the bacterial community structure.\textsuperscript{36} Analyzing the identity of the colonizing bacteria showed that the dominant \textit{β}-Proteobacteria decreased in number, whereas \textit{α}-Proteobacteria were more prevalent. Thus, overexpression of Periculin causes not only a decrease in the number of associated bacteria but also a changed bacterial composition.\textsuperscript{36} With the transgenic polyps overexpressing periculin we apparently have created a new holobiont that is different from all investigated Hydra species. Future efforts will be directed toward analyzing the performance of this new phenotype under different environmental conditions.

Intriguingly, most of the antimicrobial peptide genes identified in Hydra as well as in other animals such as Drosophila or \textit{C. elegans}, have no homology to sequences in other species and therefore are classified as “taxonomically restricted genes” (TRGs).\textsuperscript{14} An informative example in Hydra is periculin-1, termed due to its rapid response to a wide variety of bacterial and tissue “danger” signals.\textsuperscript{20} Analysis of the deduced amino acid sequence of periculin-1 and the charge distribution within the molecule revealed an anionic N-terminal region and an 8-cysteine residues containing cationic C-terminal region.\textsuperscript{20} No identifiable orthologs were found in any sequence database. Periculin-1 has a strong bactericidal activity and is expressed in the endodermal epithelium as well as in a subpopulation of ectodermal interstitial cells. As discussed in reference 44, each animal species contains a significant number of such “orphan” genes encoding potent antimicrobial peptides. For example, \textit{Aurelia aurita}, one of the most common jellyfish, contains the novel 40 amino-acid antimicrobial peptide aurelin.\textsuperscript{45} Similarly, the antibacterial immune response gene encoding diptericin is restricted to insects of the Diptera group;\textsuperscript{46} and the 11 kDa metal ion-binding S100 protein psoriasin protects epithelia in mammals but not in other animals from infection.\textsuperscript{47} Taxonomically restricted host defense molecules appear to represent an extremely effective chemical warfare system to shape the colonizing microbiota and at the same time to cope with specific environmental challenges.

**Are Bacteria-deprived Hydra at a Disadvantage?**

The intimacy of the interaction between host and microbiota, as well as the high evolutionary pressure\textsuperscript{48} to maintain a specific microbiota, points to the significance of the interkingdom association and implies that hosts deprived of their microbiota should be at a disadvantage. To investigate the effect of absence of microbiota in Hydra we have produced gnotobiotic Hydra polyps that are devoid of any bacteria. While morphologically no differences could be observed to control polyps, we are currently finding evidence that Hydra lacking bacteria suffer from fungal infections unknown in normally cultured polyps (Augustin R, Franzenburg S, Fraune S and Bosch TCG). Thus, do beneficial microbes associated with Hydra produce anti-fungal compounds? Future efforts are directed toward isolating the active substances from these bacteria that eventually may lead to the development of novel antymicotics.

**Conclusion and Perspectives**

Discovering that individuals from Hydra to man are not solitary, homogenous entities but consist of complex communities of many species that likely evolved during a billion years of coexistence\textsuperscript{49} led to the hologenome theory of evolution\textsuperscript{50} which considers the holobiont with its hologenome as the unit of selection in evolution. Here I have introduced Hydra as a powerful and intellectually attractive model system allowing profound insights into understanding a microbe-dependent life style and its evolutionary consequences (Fig. 3E). Organisms become models when they support sustainable opportunities with uncompromising experimental rigor and ease of use. With the molecular dissecting of the components controlling host-microbe interactions in Hydra, the stage is now set for biologists to uncover the secrets of the cnidarian holobiont. Findings derived from the in vivo context of the Hydra model may provide one of the simplest possible systems to address questions of how a stable host-microbe community is established and remains in balance over time. The uncovered basic molecular machinery can be transliterated to
more complex organisms, providing conceptual insights into the complexity of host-microbe interactions. Although important first steps have been made in describing host-microbe interactions in Hydra, much needs to be learned about the underlying controlling mechanisms and the role of the individual members of the holobiont. Questions to be addressed in the future include: What are the functional roles of all members of the Hydra holobiont? What is the function of the major colonizing β-Proteobacteria? How are the Hydra-microbe interactions regulated in the healthy holobiont, and how do shifts in holobiont members lead to a transition into a disease state? What effect does a changing environment have on microbial associates and the fitness of the holobiont? Elucidating these issues will not only contribute to the understanding of the interactions of Hydra epithelia with microbial communities, but also may be key to dissecting the fundamental principles that underlie all host-microbe interactions.
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